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為方便學習者能更深入理解『顛倒擺』的『狀態』與『 控制』之關係，特別介紹

pytrajectory
Python library for determination of feed forward controls for nonlinear systems.
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PyTrajectory is a Python library for trajectory generation for nonlinear control systems. It
relies on solving a boundary value problem (bvp) via a collocation method. It is based on the
scienti�c work of Graichen, et al. (see references in Background section of the documentation),
but does not depend on proprietary code like Matlabs bvp4c.
It is developed at Dresden University of Technology at the Institute for Control Theory, see
also other control related software.

Documentation

The documentation can be found at readthedocs.org.
……

What is PyTrajectory?
PyTrajectory is a Python library for the determination of the feed forward control to achieve a
transition between desired states of a nonlinear control system.
Planning and designing of trajectories represents an important task in the control of
technological processes. Here the problem is attributed on a multi-dimensional boundary
value problem with free parameters. In general this problem can not be solved analytically. It is
therefore resorted to the method of collocation in order to obtain a numerical approximation.
PyTrajectory allows a �exible implementation of various tasks and enables an easy
implementation. It suf�ces to supply a function
that represents the vector�eld of a
control system and to specify the desired boundary values.

程式庫。
雖然它只支援派生二 Python ，跑起來還是嚇嚇叫呦！

Usage
In order to illustrate the usage of PyTrajectory we consider the following simple example.
A pendulum mass
is connected by a massless rod of length to a cart
acts to accelerate it.

on which a force

A possible task would be the transfer between two angular positions of the pendulum. In this
case, the pendulum should hang at �rst down (
) and is to be turned upwards (
). At
the end of the process, the car should be at the same position and both the pendulum and the
cart should be at rest. The (partial linearised) system is represented by the following
differential equations, where
is our control variable:

To solve this problem we �rst have to de�ne a function that returns the vector�eld of the
system above. Therefor it is important that you use SymPy functions if necessary, which is the
case here with
and
.
So in Python this would be
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>>> from sympy import sin, cos
>>>
>>> def f(x,u):
...
x1, x2, x3, x4 = x # system variables
...
u1, = u
# input variable
...
...
l = 0.5
# length of the pendulum
...
g = 9.81
# gravitational acceleration
...
...
# this is the vectorfield
...
ff = [
x2,
...
u1,
...
x4,
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...
...
...
...
>>>

(1/l)*(g*sin(x3)+u1*cos(x3))]
return ff

Wanted is now the course for
end states within
.

, which transforms the system with the following start and

so we have to specify the boundary values at the beginning
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>>> from numpy import pi
>>>
>>> a = 0.0
>>> xa = [0.0, 0.0, pi, 0.0]

and end
1 >>> b = 2.0
2 >>> xb = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0]

because we want

.

Now we import all we need from PyTrajectory
1 >>> from pytrajectory import ControlSystem

and pass our parameters.
1 >>> S = ControlSystem(f, a, b, xa, xb, ua, ub)

All we have to do now to solve our problem is
1 >>> x, u = S.solve()

After the iteration has �nished x(t) and u(t) are returned as callable functions for the system
and input variables, where t has to be in (a,b).
In this example we get a solution that satis�es the default tolerance for the boundary values of

after the 7th iteration step with 320 spline parts. But PyTrajectory enables you to
improve its performance by altering some of its method parameters.
For example if we increase the factor for raising the spline parts (default: 2)
1 >>> S.set_param('kx', 5)

and don’t take advantage of the system structure (integrator chains)
1 >>> S.set_param('use_chains', False)

we get a solution after 3 steps with 125 spline parts.
There are more method parameters you can change to speed things up, i.e. the type of
collocation points to use or the number of spline parts for the input variables. To do so, just
type:
1 >>> S.set_param('<param>', <value>)

Please have a look at the PyTrajectory Modules Reference for more information.

Visualisation
Beyond the simple plot method (see: PyTrajectory Modules Reference) PyTrajectory offers
basic capabilities to animate the given system. This is done via the Animation class from the
utilitiesmodule. To explain this feature we take a look at the example above.

When instanciated, the Animation requires the calculated simulation results T.sim and a
callable function that draws an image of the system according to given simulation data.
First we import what we need by:
1 >>> import matplotlib as mpl
2 >>> from pytrajectory.visualisation import Animation

Then we de�ne our function that takes simulation data x of a speci�c time and an instance
imageof Animation.Image which is just a container for the image. In the considered example xt is
of the form

and image is just a container for the drawn image.
1 def draw(xt, image):
2
# to draw the image we just need the translation `x` of the
3
# cart and the deflection angle `phi` of the pendulum.
4
x = xt[0]
5
phi = xt[2]
6
7
# next we set some parameters
8
car_width = 0.05
9
car_heigth = 0.02
10
11
rod_length = 0.5
12
pendulum_size = 0.015
13
14
# then we determine the current state of the system
15
# according to the given simulation data
16
x_car = x
17
y_car = 0
18
19
x_pendulum = -rod_length * sin(phi) + x_car
20
y_pendulum = rod_length * cos(phi)
21
22
# now we can build the image
23
24
# the pendulum will be represented by a black circle with
25
# center: (x_pendulum, y_pendulum) and radius `pendulum_size
26
pendulum = mpl.patches.Circle(xy=(x_pendulum, y_pendulum), radius=pendulum_size, color
27
28
# the cart will be represented by a grey rectangle with
29
# lower left: (x_car - 0.5 * car_width, y_car - car_heigth)
30
# width: car_width
31
# height: car_height
32
car = mpl.patches.Rectangle((x_car-0.5*car_width, y_car-car_heigth), car_width, car_heigth
33
fill=True, facecolor='grey', linewidth=2.0)
34
35
# the joint will also be a black circle with
36
# center: (x_car, 0)
37
# radius: 0.005
38
joint = mpl.patches.Circle((x_car,0), 0.005, color='black')
39
40
# and the pendulum rod will just by a line connecting the cart and the pendulum
41
rod = mpl.lines.Line2D([x_car,x_pendulum], [y_car,y_pendulum],
42
color='black', zorder=1, linewidth=2.0)
43
44
# finally we add the patches and line to the image
45
image.patches.append(pendulum)
46
image.patches.append(car)
47
image.patches.append(joint)
48
image.lines.append(rod)
49
50
# and return the image
51
return image

If we want to save the latest simulation result, maybe because the iteration took much time
and we don’t want to run it again every time, we can do this.

1

S.save(fname='ex0_InvertedPendulumSwingUp.pcl')

Next, we create an instance of the Animation class and pass our draw function, the simulation
data and some lists that specify what trajectory curves to plot along with the picture.
If we would like to either plot the system state at the end time or want to animate the system
we need to create an Animation object. To set the limits correctly we calculate the minimum
and maximum value of the cart’s movement along the x-axis.
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A = Animation(drawfnc=draw, simdata=S.sim_data,
plotsys=[(0,'x'), (2,'phi')], plotinputs=[(0,'u')])
# as for now we have to explicitly set the limits of the figure
# (may involves some trial and error)
xmin = np.min(S.sim_data[1][:,0]); xmax = np.max(S.sim_data[1][:,0])
A.set_limits(xlim=(xmin - 0.5, xmax + 0.5), ylim=(-0.6,0.6))

Finally, we can plot the system and/or start the animation.
1 if 'plot' in sys.argv:
2
A.show(t=S.b)
3
4 if 'animate' in sys.argv:
5
# if everything is set, we can start the animation
6
# (might take some while)
7
A.animate()

The animation can be saved either as animated .gif �le or as a .mp4 video �le.
1

A.save('ex0_InvertedPendulum.gif')

If saved as an animated .gif �le you can view single frames using for example gifview
(GNU/Linux) or the standard Preview app (OSX).

何時將有派生三哩？

